CORNWALL III
3-WAY 15” HORN-LOADED LOUDSPEAKER

FOR CORNER WALL PLACEMENT
The Cornwall III derives its name from being the first Klipsch loudspeaker
designed to operate from either a corner or against a wall (corn/wall). The
Cornwall III is an excellent combination of wide frequency response, low
distortion, and high power output. Within the Heritage series, only the legendary
Klipschorn® offers more extended bass response than the Cornwall III.

MADE IN AMERICA: HOPE, ARKANSAS
Like all Klipsch Heritage speakers, the Cornwall III is a lifetime investment. Built
to the strictest Klipsch standards, these speakers offer years of gratifying
performance. Remember great sound? We do, too. The Klipsch Cornwall III is still
made in the USA, by proud craftsmen in Hope, Arkansas. Just like Paul W. Klipsch
(PWK) intended.

FEATURES
Initially introduced in 1959, the Cornwall speaker was designed to serve as
a larger, full-range alternative to the Heresy when used as a center channel
speaker between two widely spaced Klipschorns. When it was discontinued in
1990, there was an outcry from consumers resulting in a letter-writing campaign
and even a petition to bring back the storied Cornwall.

SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

(+/- 4 dB)

34Hz - 20kHz

SENSITIVITY

102dB @ 2.83V / 1m

POWER HANDLING (CONT/PEAK)

100W/400W

MAXIMUM SPL

119dB Continuous

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE

8 ohms Compatible

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY

HF: 5000Hz
MF: 800Hz

1

This famed speaker, now dubbed the Cornwall III, is back and better than ever. A
three-way design using horn-loaded compression drivers for the midrange and
treble and a direct-radiating 15-inch woofer for the low frequencies, the Cornwall
delivers the full-range bass response of the Klipschorn® with sensitivity and
output approaching the fully horn-loaded models.

BOOK-MATCHED WOOD VENEER

HIGH FREQUENCY DRIVER

K-107-TI 1” (2.54cm) Titanium diaphragm
compression driver

MIDRANGE

K-53-TI 1.75” (4.45cm) Titanium diaphragm
compression driver

LOW FREQUENCY DRIVER

K-33-E 15” (38.1cm) Fiber-composite cone
woofer

ENCLOSURE MATERIAL

MDF

INPUTS

Dual binding posts / bi-wire / bi-amp

HEIGHT

35.75” (90.8cm)

WIDTH

25.3” (64.3cm)

DEPTH

15.5” (39.4cm)

WEIGHT

98lbs (44.5kg)

FINISH

Walnut

Cherry

Klipsch only uses book-matched wood veneers for the Heritage series. The
veneer leaves are kept in order as they are delicately sliced from the timber and
precisely arranged to provide a mirror image at the splice joint — like turning
the pages of a book. This gives each speaker a more aesthetically appealing and
consistent appearance that is treasured more than any other cut of wood veneer.

MATCHED PAIRS
Each pair of Heritage Series loudspeakers is grain-matched using wood veneer
panels that come from the same timber. Each cabinet is carefully matched so
that each speaker in the pair is practically indistinguishable from the other. The
speakers move seamlessly together through the factory. Each finished product is
inspected and labeled with sequential serial numbers, ensuring that the Heritage
series speakers leave the factory as a meticulously crafted set.

BUILT TO LAST

Black

While each and every component of the Cornwall III is built to last, Klipsch has
always recognized the unique and critical role of a loudspeaker’s cabinet in the
sound reproduction process. From the craftsmen in Hope, AR to the engineers
in Indianapolis, IN, Klipsch has always put an extraordinary emphasis on cabinet
design. No other speakers are built as well, or passed on to as many future
generations.

1 Sensitivity in average listening room
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